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T H E A R T O F B E A U T I F U L S PA C E S

Kitchen shown in Silver Starlight

Inspired Colors
Distinctive panels in
sophisticated colors,
for today’s modern
interiors, to fit any
home or corporate
setting.

Obsidian Shadow

Silver Starlight

Umber Odyssey

Tranquil Tundra

Sienna Sunrise

Obsidian Shadow

Silver Starlight

Umber Odyssey

Tranquil Tundra

Sienna Sunrise

Inspired by glassy lava

Taking a cue from

Our most popular russet

The muted tones of the far

Honey chroma warms any

flows, this rich black color

reclaimed barn wood,

color, Umber Odyssey

north are the inspiration

space that Sienna Sunrise

is reminiscent of Wenge.

Silver Starlight provides

lends a contemporary hue

for this soft, clear and

touches. Candlelight and

a patina and coziness to

to complement twenty-first

inviting wall treatment.

craftsmanship complement

any interior it touches.

century design.

this interior accent.

All colors are available
with optional Buck Sawn
detail. Contact your
sales associate for more
information.

Silver Starlight
with Buck Sawn detail

Design Freedom
Rich colors combine
to create ambience,
warmth and calm.
The Innova palette
complements any
decor and style.

Innova colors are manufactured on a ¼" MDF panel.

Premium Veneers
States manufactures
Innova using only
premium hardwood
veneers. Real wood
paneling offers the
discerning buyer subtle

variations of grain
and color. Real wood
veneers age, growing
naturally warmer and
richer with the passage
of time.

All States Industries paneling is made from natural
wood veneers. States finished wall panels feature
NOVA® ultraviolet cured topcoats.

ULTRAVIOLET CURED FLATLINE FINISH

States wall panels have no added formaldehyde.
Most panels can be ordered FSC® certified.

I N S TA L L AT I O N T I P S
Detailed installation
instructions are available from your panel
supplier. The following tips are specific to
natural wood panels
and should be observed
in addition to general
installation instructions.
Prearrange Your Panels
States panels are made
with natural wood veneers. Each panel is a
distinctive blend of color
and grain variations.

Prior to installation, you
should stand the panels
upright around the room
to achieve the most pleasing effect. Note that there
is a top and bottom to
each panel. Once you
have determined placement, number the panels
to avoid confusion.

a period of 24 hours.
Separate the panels with
a spacer to allow air to
circulate around them.
This procedure allows
the wood to adjust to the
humidity and temperature, and prevents any
shrinkage or expansion
after installation.

Acclimate New Panels
Panels should be stored
in the room where they
will be installed, at
normal temperature, for

Allow Adequate
Clearance
There is a tendency to
fit panels as tightly as
possible. While this is

understandable, it is not
a good practice. Butt
panels snugly along their
sides, but allow a minimum of 1/8" space at
the top and bottom. This
space will be covered by
moulding, and will not be
visible. Spacing allows
the panel and the wall to
expand and contract with
changes in temperature
and humidity.

Interior shown in Sienna Sunrise
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